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By Ken Stone

American Federation of Astrologers Inc, United States, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The use of astrodynes takes much of the
guesswork out of chart interpretation by mathematically determining the relative power in a
horoscope. Simply put, astrodynes allow a greater precision in birth chart interpretation.
Previously, the chart ruler was considered to be the ruler of the Ascendant. Now, the strongest
planets, signs, and houses can easily be determined, leading to more accurate assessment of
vocation, temperament, and compatibility. The level of harmony or discord will indicate the fortune
that can be attracted by each factor. There is a difference between power, which is a potential for
action, and harmony, which is the effect of the action. The amount of strength in the chart will show
how insistent are the desires, or specific areas of life. Whether they express in harmony or with
difficulty has little to do with the amount of power they have. There- fore, the first step in a better
understanding of how to use astrodynes in a birth chart is to understand what power is in a chart,
what harmony is, and the difference between the two....
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Completely among the finest book I have actually read through. It is probably the most remarkable book we have study. I discovered this book from my
dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Geor g ia na  Pa cocha-- Geor g ia na  Pa cocha

This book is definitely worth getting. It usually will not price too much. Its been printed in an extremely simple way in fact it is only right a er i finished
reading this publication where basically altered me, modify the way i think.
-- Aver y Da ug her ty-- Aver y Da ug her ty
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